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Advance of ‘No religion’ in Leicester
The results on the religion
and belief question in the
2011 Census have recently
been released and those for
Leicester make especially
interesting reading.
The national results show a
continuing decline in religious
affiliation generally - and a
growth in atheism to its highest
ever position (in the UK) of over
25% of the population.
Although the figures on age are
not due to be released till March
it is known from other surveys
that the trend away from religion
is especially marked among
young people. Thus religious
affiliation is likely to decline still
further as time passes (hence the
push by religions to create more
‘faith schools’ to combat this
trend with early indoctrination).

2011 Census results for Leicester on the religion and belief question (%)
Church can claim to have no
more than 25% of Leicester’s
population as its ‘followers’.

The non-religious (atheists) have
for some time been the second
Leicester’s results are more
biggest belief group in the
interesting in that religious
country, and Leicester, and this
affiliation is a little higher than in group has now grown to around
the country generally, no doubt
23% of our population. It would
owing to immigration over recent be nice to think the Society’s
decades from countries where
‘atheist bus’ campaign last year
religiosity is more prevalent.
helped this along though the
figure is still 2.5% lower than in
But Christianity of all
the country generally.
denominations has declined to
just 32% of Leicester’s population Those giving Islam as their
and if we take off the assumed
religion have overtaken Hindus
representation of denominations to become the third largest belief
like Catholics, Methodists,
group at 19%. This is probably
Baptists, Pentecostals, etc. it is
due to a combination of factors,
likely the established Anglican
including high immigration of

Past President Emma Chung launching the 2011 ‘atheist bus’ campaign
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Somalis and other African and
Middle Eastern Muslims and a
higher birth rate in Muslim
households.
I was fortunate enough to be
given the First Person column in
the Leicester Mercury to reflect
on the import of the results. I
argued that a situation where the
four largest belief groups were
fairly evenly balanced meant that
the spokesperson of no single
belief group could be considered
as ‘moral spokesperson’ for the
city as a whole. I argued that
each community has something
to say in this area.
For the Society I would add that
there are tens of thousands of
people in Leicester who are
either indifferent to religion or
actively question its high-profile
role in public life. It is among
these that we should be seeking
to win friends and support so that
the next phase of
secularisation of
society can be
pursued more
effectively.
Harry Perry

Forthcoming events
Wednesday 23rd January, 9.30am-12.45pm, Secular Hall: Outreach workshop for LSS
members. If you are an LSS member with some good ideas for enhancing our work in reaching out to
the community please do come along and join in this workshop. More details from Harry Perry.
Sunday 27th January, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: The birth of God. Michael Golden, UoL student
and member of FLASH (Freethinkers of Leicester: Atheists, Secularists and Humanists) discusses how
the concept of god came into being.
Monday 28th January, 7.30pm, Ale Wagon, Rutland Street/Charles Street: Drink and think.
Topic: Superficiality v. depth. Informal discussion group in the bar. Non LSS event.
Sunday 3rd February, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: Genes and behaviour. Prof. Bambos Kyriacou of
UoL explores recent findings on the encoding in genes of behaviours like aggression and love.
Wednesday 6th February, 7.30pm, Crumblin Cookie, High Street. Philosophers in Pubs.
Come along to discuss philosophical topics. Non LSS event.
Sunday 10th February, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: Was Shakespeare a humanist? Liz Brandow
reviews the evidence from plays and prose of the opinions expressed through Shakespeare’s
characters.
Sunday 17th February, 6.30pm for 7pm start, Secular Hall: The Not So Big Band. Mix and
mingle for 30 minutes before the well-known Leicester jazz musician Richard Everitt entertains.
Tuesday 19th February, 7.30pm, Square Bar, Hotel Street: What every parent needs to know
about Steiner schools, anthroposophy and spiritual science. Andy Lewis looks closely at the
origins of Steiner schools as Michael Gove approves further funding for new ones under the free
schools programme. Skeptics in the Pub. Non LSS event.
Sunday 24th February, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: Transatlantic adventures. Charlotte Jones is a
long-term green activist. She reports on being crew on a yacht to the Caribbean and will reflect on
long-distance sea travel.

Wiggins’ Wonders win winter quiz
The Winter Solstice quiz night on Sunday 16th
December was a great success with six sixperson teams of members and guests
attending.
Trevor Chesterton was welcomed back as
Quizmaster and his well-balanced questions were
pitched at just the right level to ensure maximum
participation.
Apart from the quiz, which was won by Hamish’s
Wiggins’ Wonders (right), there were a series of
five-minute talks, Just-a-Minute challenges and a
great spread of food and drink brought in by those
attending. Well done all!
Harry Perry

Topics to be considered will include our
leaflets, website, journal, celebrations, events
programme, lectures, school talks, outreach
work, campaigning, image, etc.
Please let me know if you are planning
A further brief reminder that all
to attend or if you would prefer to
members are welcome to attend
attend an evening session covering
the Outreach Workshop on
the same issues.
Wednesday
23rd
January,
I look forward to hearing from you
9.30am-12.45pm at Secular
by phone (07795 097635)
Hall.
There
will
be
a
or by email at:
refreshment break.
harry.perry1@btinternet.com
If you have not already had my
or
by post to the Hall.
briefing email with attachments
Thank you
please contact me immediately and I’ll
forward them to you. Email address and Harry Perry
mobile number below.

Secular Society
Outreach Workshop
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and on which it suggested I
contact ... the ASA. However, the
ASA is likewise adamant that this
references to an improved
complaint does not come under its
sense of well-being.
Clearly, these celebrity statements remit (in apparent contradiction of
its own letter) because the BHA is
constitute patient testimonials
not itself directly supplying or
which imply efficacy for
transferring goods. So much for
(unsubstantiated) homeopathic
acting in the public interest.
treatments. It appears to me that
Why does the BHA (and many other
this project overall constitutes
homeopathy-promoting bodies)
website content that (at the very
least) ‘claims directly or indirectly seek testimonials, or mine for
that homeopathy and homeopathic quotes, by celebrities? Just when
does ‘raising awareness’ become
products can diagnose/treat/help
‘promotion’ become ‘advertising’?
health conditions’. Which, to
Well, I’m trying to raise awareness
reiterate, are ‘claims you cannot
here – of the patronising logical
make’ under the CAP Code, as
fallacy that is the appeal to
applies to advertisers, ‘as well as
celebrity (presumed) authority.
those bodies that represent
With NHS support for homeopathy
homeopaths and homeopathy …’.
on the wane (as of the end of last
The ASA declined to pursue this
year, only 15% of PCTs were
apparent anomaly. I had also
continuing
to fund it: http://
written to the MHRA, whose
tinyurl.com/8n9krty),
homeopaths
guidelines also prohibit celebrity
and
homeopathy
organisations
endorsement, but was informed
have not taken kindly to limitations
(even though the remedies named
on the advertising of their wares.
by the celebrities marry with
It is clear from its website that the
product names in its registration
BHA resents the ASA’s imposition
listing) that it only concerns itself
on its and homeopaths’ activities.
with direct advertising of ‘specific
Although the BHA does not itself
homeopathic medicinal product’.
(as
far as I am aware) supply
As the BHA is not itself selling
products
and services, it
products, its celebrity endorsement
represents
– and promotes
falls outside the MHRA remit, as it
indirectly on behalf of – those
constitutes promotional material,

(continued from previous page)

News from the Board

painted as soon as possible.
We are taking opportunities to
We held the second meeting
publicise the Society as they arise.
of the new Board on the
Allan has now taken over Chris
unpromising date of 30th
Williams’ former role as our
December. There were three
representative at Leicester
absentees, two on holiday and
College and we have a stall at
one who presumably was still
DMU on 21st January which Harry
enjoying the festive season.
and Hamish are organising.
Mike Burden came as a visitor
to discuss items relevant to his We spent some time discussing
the LSS outreach event on 23rd
role.
January. There was a range of
Mike is now ‘winding down’ as
opinions on this: an ambitious
events co-ordinator and after the
programme was proposed,
current programme events cowhereas another point of view
ordination will be Allan’s
was that we should focus on the
responsibility, with help from the
narrower range of issues initially
Board. He is committed to
suggested, in the hope that this
organising a lecture for Women’s
would make positive action more
Day as well as the Sunday
likely. Some felt it could be
lectures.
helpful to set some realistic
Council planning notices appeared targets for achievement during
outside the building consulting on the year. We hope the right
the proposed building
balance has been struck.
improvements. The possible loss
We also discussed the recent
of parking for the ballroom is
cases involving the ripping of the
causing concern and is a problem
Koran and the ‘pig’s head’
which will need to be resolved.
incident and how best LSS could
Small improvements to the
make its voice heard. Harry had
building continue to be made and
sent a letter to the Mercury which
Mike is arranging for the stairwell
probably could not be published in
down to the basement to be re-
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homeopaths/homeopathic product
providers who do. As the latter are
covered by the ASA remit and can
no longer legitimately advertise,
the BHA is, it seems to me,
exploiting a loophole – through the
under-the-radar guise of
‘awareness-raising’ celebrity
testimonials which, in my opinion,
are in contravention of the CAP
Code.
As if a ‘senior homeopath’ spouting
aqueous nonsense without
compunction to a parliamentary
committee is not ridiculous enough.
What we have here, in effect, is a
situation wherein, if you sell or
provide certain dubious products
and/or services, but are barred
from making claims as to their
efficacy, you can happily watch
your representative umbrella
organisation, which does not itself
directly supply/sell/provide those
products/services, make those
claims indirectly on your behalf.
Hence this permitted proxypromotion of indication-prohibited,
homeopathy products
through a bunch of
docile celebrities. A
snake-oil-lubricated
loophole.
Lee Turnpenny
www.leeturnpenny.com

full given the legal situation. We
agreed that he should consult with
the National Secular Society and
the BHA for advice prior to
writing to the Chief Constable,
Crown Prosecution Service and
possibly Leicester’s MPs.
With new officers with different
ideas, strengths and weaknesses
it is probably inevitable that some
differences of opinion arise about
roles and responsibilities. These
need addressing to avoid creating
barriers to effective working. We
did not have time to discuss this
issue but I rashly said I would put
something in writing for
discussion at our next meeting.
When I thought I would have time
to do this I can’t imagine!
The next Board meeting is as
usual on the last Sunday of the
month at 3.30pm. Observers are
welcome by arrangement and
items for the agenda can be
submitted by anyone. Please
contact me –
gillianlighton@hotmail.com or
07989 122917.
Gillian Lighton
Secretary

A positive end to an active year: the 2012 AGM
The AGM on 11th November
2012 was well attended, with
54 members signing in
(probably one or two omitted
to do so despite reminders)
and 21 apologies received.
This compares very favourably
with other AGMs most of us
have experienced and is an
encouraging sign of members’
commitment to the Society.
The outgoing President, Michael
Gerard, gave his report. He
reflected on his early days in the
Society and expressed his intention
to continue to make a contribution,
particularly to the organisation of
the events programme. He
thanked colleagues for their hard
work, Ned Newitt who had to
stand down from the Board this
year, Nick Matthews, Mike
Burden, Allan Hayes, John Catt,
Harry Perry and Frank
Friedmann.
The Chair, Nick Matthews,
then gave his report and
reflected on the challenges,
frustrations and rewards of
the year. He had given
details of the proposed path
towards restructuring the
management of the Hall at
the half-yearly meeting and
the steps outlined at that
meeting are going ahead.
He thanked the Rationalist
Trust for a recent positive
meeting with the Board. He
repeated thanks given by Michael
Gerard to officers and those
making a contribution from outside
the Board.
John Catt gave his usual
impressive report as Treasurer and
reviewing accountants were
confirmed. The Society’s finances
are currently unusually healthy.
Mike Burden gave an account of
the events programme during the
year, which made clear the range
and variety, not only of lectures
but also of social events. He
reported his reasons for standing
down as events co-ordinator and
emphasised that he is keen to
continue to contribute in other
ways. Members expressed their
appreciation for his enormous
contribution.
Harry reported on the Secularist
and outlined some of the ways it
has developed since the first issue.
He also referred to cost and other

There were no formal motions this
year.
Honorary life members were
proposed and appointed. The
Board wished to express its
appreciation in this way to Michael
Gerard who has served the Society
for many years in a variety of
capacities and is now standing
down as President. Christina
(Chris) Goodwin is a long-standing
and loyal member of the kind
whose contribution is not always
fully recognised. She has worked
tirelessly for a number of
organisations, helped refugees and
has possibly been on more
demonstrations than the rest of us
put together! She was a popular
choice as the volume of applause
showed. Michael said he felt
honoured but he had already had
the opportunity to speak. Chris
said that she was proud to be
associated with a Society
which had provided a
meeting place for so many
small radical groups over
the years.
After a break I announced
the success of the Heritage
Lottery funding bid and
outlined details of the All
Our Stories project to look
at the history of the Society
and the Hall. I reminded
members that the scheme is
for community groups to
investigate their heritage
Harry then presented the detailed and that it therefore needs the coplans for the ‘mini-modernisation
operation and participation of
project’ for the Hall which will,
members and cannot be delivered
amongst other things, provide us
by one or two individuals.
with better toilet facilities. Many
Tellers were then appointed for the
members had not seen these
elections (Hamish Whiteley and
before and needed clarification on
Kate Housden) and Harry Perry
various points, but the plans were
was elected President, Nick
generally well received. These
Matthews was re-elected as Chair
were to be submitted for planning
and Kate Housden and Michael
approval imminently.
Gerard were elected to the Board.
Some queries and discussion took
From the Secretary’s point of view,
place about fire safety in the
I feel the Board should produce a
building.
written annual report for the AGM
Allan Hayes referred to the
and if I am Secretary next year I
narrowing of the gap between the would be willing to draft one.
costs to the Society of the miniAnd finally, you will all be
modernisation project and the full
delighted to know that after the
regeneration of the Hall and hoped
main meeting Wilf
that this would be taken into
Gaunt accepted the
account in our plans for the future
honorary life
of the building.
membership which he
Thanks were given from the floor
refused last year!
to Diane and Alan Waring for
Gillian Lighton
keeping the hall clean and
comfortable for visitors.
barriers to having more pages and
the inclusion of items such as more
illustrations. He referred to the
controversy involving a heading in
the Secularist during the year
which may have led to the loss of a
few members but on which the
dust had now settled.
Mike Burden then reported on his
role as building and lettings
manager, with an account of the
need for regular action on leaks,
blocked ventilators and other
problems and reminded us that the
building includes not only the part
we use on Sunday, but also the
ballroom and the basement area
used by martial arts. Some minor
improvement work has been
undertaken. He gave an account
of the groups currently using the
Hall and thanked the Secretary for
occasionally deputising when he
was unavailable.
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All our stories … what’s yours?
The Society’s history group
(All Our Stories) is
researching all aspects of the
history of Secular Hall and
your help with this part would
be very much appreciated.
This is a list of groups that I am
aware of that have met in Secular
Hall since the late 1970s. Do you
know of any others before or
during this time?
National Abortion Campaign
Women’s Voice
Unemployed Youth
Troops out of Ireland
Leicester Anti-fascist Alliance
Unity Against Prejudice

Radical Alliance
Federation of Iraqi Refugees
Leicester Campaign to Stop the
War
I.W.W.
LCRM members (Civil Rights)
Civic Society
Socialist Party
Communist Party
Cooperative Society
Palestine Solidarity Campaign
If you were or are a member of
any of these groups you may have
memorabilia – leaflets, minutes,
photos or publications – in your
cupboards. Please search for

them and let me know by writing
to me via the Hall or emailing
Gillian or Harry to forward
information on to me (contact
details on back page).
The history group will be holding
an exhibition in the Hall in
September and would like to
include as much as possible.
It would also be useful to have an
overall history of the groups for
future reference.
I will be contacting
people shortly to tap
memories.
Chris Goodwin

Do something amazing - give blood! Phone 0300 123 23 23 to make an appointment.

Have a bit of fun ‒ take control
If you haven’t been pestered
by PPI, accident or other cold
callers you must be on a
different planet from me.
There’s the Telephone
Preference Service, but it’s a
blunt instrument – and calls
still get through from outfits
that ignore the rules.
BBC Money Box recently featured
Richard Herman who adopted a
different approach, billing the
callers to listen to their sales
pitch, eventually receiving almost
£200 in an out-of-court
settlement.
So I decided to have a go. I
haven’t earned anything yet but I
have had some fun. Before I’d
just hang up, or ask the caller to
hold on while I walked away from
the phone – a simple time-waste.
But I’d forget to replace the
receiver and miss legitimate
calls. The nice thing about the
Herman approach is that you can
remain polite and civil while
staying in control. Here’s some
edited transcripts from my log:
Call 1: Elaine from the
Recovery Department about
your refund for Payment
Protection Insurance.
I charge £10 per minute to
receive this call. Are you sure
you wish to continue?
Have you registered with the

Telephone Preference Service?
You can easily stop all
marketing calls that way.
No. I’m very happy to receive
your call – it’s just that I will
bill you for my time. Are you
OK with that?
I’m not sure you can do that –
is it legal?
Of course it’s legal. I’m just
charging you for my time.
OK then. I’ll pay.
Don’t you need to check with
your manager? I’ll need full
details for sending out my
invoice, and I will record the
call.
OK – I’ll ask and call you back.
Goodbye.
Call 2: This is the Industrial
Hearing Clinic.
Which Industrial Hearing
Clinic?
We’re the Industrial Hearing
Clinic working for the Health
and Safety Department.
I see. Well I must warn you
that my charge for receiving
this call is £10 per minute, and
I must first ask you for your
billing details for the invoice.
I’m really busy – I’ve got
thousands of calls to make. I
can see you’re a really
awkward customer trying to
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waste my time. Click ~~
Call 3: Mr xxx, this is Peter at
the Computer Service Centre.
I need to resolve a serious
problem with your PC.
Thank you for calling me about
this. First let me tell you that
my charge for receiving your
call is £10 per minute. I am
going to record this call. Can I
have your billing address?
The Computer Service Centre,
2052 MG Road, TE5 9SM,
Manchester.
Are you sure that’s right? It
doesn’t look like a Manchester
postcode to me – let me just
google that.
Click ~~
Needless to say Elaine never did
call back, and the
other two hung up on
me! My new phone
does have the facility
to record calls – I must
look up how to do it!
Frank Friedmann
Links: BBC Money Box:
bbc.co.uk/news/business20068927 ; Richard Herman’s
explanatory website:
saynotocoldcalls.com/ ;
Telephone Preference Service:
tpsonline.org.uk/

Get out Simon … All Our Stories progress
Years ago the Tory policy of doubling
the numbers of university students
resulted in all the polytechnics being
redesignated as universities. In
Leicester in 1992 this created a
problem of a new name for the
polytechnic, and the new name De
Montfort University caused me to
write this poem of protest …
Get out Simon ...
In Leicester, by the dank canal,
Stands the noble Polytechnic,
Where ranks of students duly go,
To write their essays philosophic.
But though the label ‘Leicester Poly’
Served us all since days of yore,
Emblazoned on certificates
Issued since the second war,
Now polytechnic is too sixties,
Far too kitsch and too passé
Only ‘University’
Will suit the students of today,
And so the good old Leicester Poly
Has to find another name
To inspire aspiring students
To keep their intellects aflame.
Months of meetings, study groups,
Consultants in the baggy suits
Offer lists to be considered
For this changing institute;
A name to conjure modern Leicester
Multi-cultured and diverse,
Centre for the arts and culture,
Focus of the universe!
What name emerges from the portals?
‘De Montfort University!’
White and male and medieval
My God! As dull as dull could be!
I’d take this moribund committee,
Line them up against a wall.
De Montfort is as dull as shaving,
He’s got a street! He’s got the hall!
And oh, the chances that went begging,
The missed opportunity!
How the students would have flocked
To Lineker University!
The Sue Townsend School of Maths!
Joe Orton School of Performing Arts!
The Englebert Humperdink Centre for
Science!
The Showaddywaddy College of Art!
May I make one brief suggestion?
I’m serious, don’t take it lightly,
But don’t you think that this sounds fine,
The ‘University of Hamish
Whiteley’?
Hamish Whiteley
(Read on the evening of 6th Jan)

This month we held our oral history training day with
Cynthia Brown. This was a definite success, I think we
all enjoyed it and there was a lot of interesting
discussion. Cynthia is always a great source of
information and ideas and will help us, on request, with
advice at any point during the project.
We now have a group of people who will be able to cover the
oral history element of the project. We also have our
recording equipment (both audio and video) and once we have
all learned how to operate it we shall be able to start
interviewing. We hope to do some interviews with longerstanding members focusing on their memories of the Society,
which should help us fill in some of the gaps in our recorded
history. We also hope to do a number of short interviews
asking a range of current members about their personal route
to Secularism and how they came to join the Society.
Additionally, ‘Mr Leicester’ in the Mercury is putting out a
request for help from the general public at some point during
the next two weeks.
We now need people who are prepared to help by being
interviewed. Our experience is that many people are
apprehensive beforehand but find that they enjoy the
experience. Please get in touch if you are willing to help.
We are also making plans for the anniversary event at the
beginning of March and, if this is to be as successful as we
would like, we need volunteers to help as outlined in the last
Secularist. There are still a number of people who committed
to supporting the project when it was first discussed who have
not yet come forward.
In the next few weeks we want to make a start with the
written tour of the Hall – more information will be available
shortly.
We are very pleased that Frank Friedmann has agreed to
organise the photography for the project, which is a big
commitment. Mike Burden has made a good start at looking
at 160 years of Sunday lectures and is making great use of the
material donated by Rupert Halfhide, which is proving
invaluable. Eleanor is making a number of important
contributions, including taking responsibility for press and
publicity and looking at the library at Conway Hall. Kate
Housden is researching her ancestor, William Henry Holyoak.
Beryl Hawkes is researching J. F.Gould’s Leicester years,
which are proving extremely interesting. Nick has done some
work on the busts and will be making a contribution on Larner
Sugden, the Hall architect. Chris Goodwin is working on Hall
user groups over the years. Wilf is helping with the research
on some key lecturers. Bessie is looking at the Ethical Guild
and Allan has promised a contribution on education. Lyn
Hurst has contributed some information on Roy Watts and is
sharing his considerable knowledge of the Society since the
1970s. Thanks also to Maggie Ash for information about her
family and Tom Barclay and for help with identifying people on
a key photograph, to Elaine Gipson who we hope will
contribute some childhood memories from the 1940s and
1950s, and to Jean Burbridge for help with photography.
Michael Gerard attended part of the oral history workshop and
has promised to help. Jan Wild-Grant has just come forward
and has lots of relevant knowledge, ideas and mental energy
to contribute.
Finally, we will be starting a blog in the next couple
of weeks to record the progress of the project and
hope this will be supported by members.
Gillian Lighton
gillianlighton@hotmail.com
Mobile: 07989 122917
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Leicester Secular Society Contact Details
Registered Office: Secular Hall
75 Humberstone Gate, Leicester LE1 1WB
Email: mail@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Website: www.leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
LSS is a company limited by guarantee
Reg. No. 06292639

President - Harry Perry:
Tel: 07795 097635
Email: harry.perry1@btinternet.com
Chairperson - Nick Matthews:
Tel: 01788 574276
Email: nick.matthews_email@yahoo.co.uk
Treasurer - Anu Kapur
Tel. c/o: 01509 211468
Email: treasurer@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Membership Secretary/Asst. Treasurer - John
Catt:
Tel: 01509 211468
Email: memsec@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Secretary, library and archives - Gillian Lighton:
Tel: 07989 122917
Email: gillianlighton@hotmail.com
Hall bookings/maintenance - Mike Burden:
Tel: 07722 782727
Email: secularhall@gmail.com
Events co-ordinator - Allan Hayes:
Tel: 0116 241 8747
Email: allan-hayes@ntlworld.com
Website and news - Frank Friedmann:
Tel: 07947 573951
Email: web@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Secularist editor - Harry Perry:
Tel: 07795 097635
Email: harry.perry1@btinternet.com
Keyholders: Mike Burden, Harry Perry and Gillian
Lighton are keyholders for Secular Hall.
Audio-visual kit: Normally held by Mike Burden.
All can be reached by post via the Hall address.
Stay in touch with LSS on Facebook - just ‘Like’ the
Leicester Secular Society Facebook group: https://
www.facebook.com/groups/102055793167467/?ef=ts

The Leicester Secularist
copy deadline
The copy deadline for the next edition is 12 noon
on Thursday 21st February 2013.
We will welcome new articles, letters, jokes,
poems, news, cartoons, book reviews, etc. Please
send via the Hall or email to Harry at the address
in the box adjacent.
Include photos or illustrations where you have
them. Please aim for 700 words max. Longer
articles may be accepted where appropriate but
please ensure they are submitted well ahead of
the deadline (and the same goes for handwritten
items that might need a lot of typing up).
The subsequent copy deadline looks like being
Thursday 21st March 2013.
Thanks
Harry Perry, Editor
Jill Perry, Subeditor

2013 subscriptions
Annual subscriptions are now due! Please can
you pay these promptly. We need the funds to
continue to both campaign for secularism and
maintain our home in Secular Hall, so please
consider making an additional donation too.
These are much appreciated.
The subs rates are: Individuals £21, Households
£28, and Low income £7.
Please send your cheques, made payable to
Leicester Secular Society, to:
John Catt
32 Bramcote Road
Loughborough
LE11 2SA
If you use internet banking you can credit the
Society's bank account as follows:
Account number 20195380
Sort code 08 60 01
Please confirm such transfers by email to
leic.sec.society@gmail.com
If you prefer to pay cash you can hand this to any
Board member.
Thank you

PLEASE REMEMBER TO UPDATE THE SOCIETY WHEN YOU
CHANGE ANY OF YOUR CONTACT DETAILS.
THANK YOU

John Catt
Membership Secretary/Asst. Treasurer

Disclaimer, Code of Conduct and Copyright
The Leicester Secularist is a not-for-profit undertaking of Leicester Secular Society. Please note that the views and proposals
expressed in this journal are not necessarily those of the Editor or the Board of the Society, and the Editor, the Society and its officers
accept no liability for views expressed. As the journal of a Freethought organisation any member’s views may be published subject to
the usual constraints of avoiding libel, occasional editing to fit the space available and intrinsic merit. When writing please abstain
from gratuitous bad language and avoid being unnecessarily offensive, especially to other members! We express our thanks for nonSociety images sourced under the fair use convention for the purposes of debate and education. Resolution is reduced to prevent
onward commercial use. The contents may be reproduced at will unless the item is accompanied by a copyright symbol. An
acknowledgement of the source (for original material) would be appreciated - with a link to the Society website.
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